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To let go of misperceptions and limiting beliefs around 
advocacy

To expand your understanding of advocacy 

To begin developing skills and behaviors needed to sustain 
success with advocacy

To understand the importance of our board & other  
stakeholder relationships in advocacy

To understand network members and their advocacy capacities 
better. 

Goals for Today

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Introductions



What is Advocacy?



Advocacy 

A leadership strategy for advancing mission 
that requires taking a public position on a 

cause or issue to influence decision making. 



Advocacy

Research/Analysi
s

Regulatory 
Advocacy

Public education

Educating  
Policymakers

Coalition building

Grassroots  
Communicatio

n

Media Outreach

Lobbying

No. Advocacy Can Include But Is Not Limited to 
Lobbying
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Advocacy is much broader than lobbying.  As I said last week, two things to know about lobbying.  When you’re doing it and how much.So this slide is important because it reminds us there  is a broad range of activities your nonprofit can engage in that are NOT considered lobbying and therefore you can do an unlimited amount of them.It’s become this automatic knee jerk reaction  unforuntately to equate advocacy with lobbying.  Only a very small part of advocacy is lobbying.  Lobbying is powerful. 



Is Advocacy the Same as Lobbying?



Lobbying Has a Very Specific Definition
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Any 
communicatio

n

About a 
Specific 
Piece of 

Legislation

To an 
Elected 

Official or 
their staff  

OR The 
Public

Call to Action 
(grassroots) 
OR express 

specific VIEW 
(Direct)

Lobbying

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As defined by federal tax law, lobbying is any attempt to influence specific legislation. REVIEW 4 parts—must include ALL these parts.The reason its important to be able to distinguish lobbyign from other forms of advocacy is because nonprofits are prohibitied from spending a “substantial portion “ of their activities on lobbyin g& if they do, they are at risk of losing their 501cs status or paying a penalty tax .Later in this presentation I’m going to share with you how to measure your lobbying and the different approaches that are available unde rthe law, including the “substantial part” test.The Regulations divide lobbying into two types: direct and grassroots.that’s because you’re allowed different limits under the law. Direct lobbying is any attempt to influence legislation through communication with any member or employee of a legislative body or any other government official who may participate in the formulation of legislation.Grassroots lobbying is any attempt to influence legislation by swaying the opinion of the general public. In this case, the organization encourages the public to lobby.Here is a quick 4 point check on lobbyingDirect Lobbying					Grassroots – same + call to actionCommunicationwith a Legislatorthat expresses a View about Specific LegislationTWO THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT LOBBYING:When are you doing itAnd how much of it are you doing.Restrictions on foundations support of advocacy activities ONLY apply to lobbying.  So its important to distinguish between advocacy and lobbying



Grassroots lobbying has 4 very specific calls to action…

The policy director of a 501©(3) that 
works with former inmates schedules a 
meeting with her member of Congress to 
discuss the challenges former inmates 
face in finding employment and housing? 

A 501c(3) nonprofit pays for a newspaper 
ad praising a proposed bill that would 
ban the sale of soft drinks in public 
schools?

1

2

Is This Lobbying?
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There’s a lot you can do that’s not 
lobbying!

Influencing 
regulations

Communicating 
with lawmakers

Discussing 
broad social 

economic issues

Doing 
nonpartisan 

research

Self defense 
lobbying



Key Leadership Capacities Needed for Advocacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advocacy Inside Out- Review the stages of Readiness, buiding capacity Hope you can go back and be a catalyst for creating Shared UnderstandingWhat is Shared Understanding? It’s about creating a shared intention.  Important to invest the time just like you would if you were adding programming, but we somehow view advocacy as an external appendange, not something that needs to be anchoredUnlike other strategies also requires some educaiton before you can get clear on the intention INCLUDES:ageneral education process that most organizations need to go through to ensureeveryone is starting with the same knowledge and is motivated and feelsempowered. Identifying “shared understanding” as a goal for an initialconversation around advocacy creates an atmosphere of safety by allowingotherwise reluctant staff or board members to feel comfortable identifying andconfronting any fears or uncertainties about advocacy up front so that theycannot be offered as obstacles to implementation further down the road (there’s an agreed vision for advocacy that aligns with org missionWhat does it mean for our existing priorities?-  



Grassroots Lobbying has 4 Very Specific 
Advocacy Leadership Principles to 

Action…

1

2

3

4
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Culture
• Limiting beliefs & barriers around Advocacy can limit our impact

Stakeholders

• Leadership is not a solo job.  We have strong relationships with 
key stakeholders or know who they are and can attract them. 

Board
• Board members are key leaders with advocacy 

External 
Impact

• Influence is the ability to our leverage our positioning & 
stakeholder engagement for maximum impact.  



Let’s Keep In Touch!
Laurel O’Sullivan 

Laurel@Advocacycollaborative.com
@npoadvocacy

www.advocacycollaborative.com
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“If nonprofits really want to change the game, we have to think
about addressing the huge systemic problems. Just working
hard to prevent cuts or seeking additional money to add to our
individual organization’s budgets isn’t going to do it alone.
There are such limited dollars. We might reach an additional
50-100 people. But we’re not going to change the game.”

—Heather O’Donnell, Vice President Public Policy, Thresholds

Challenge: Representing disenfranchised clients in Illinois
when funding for mental health had been decimated

Thresholds is by all measures an established and successful
mental health agency in Chicago. It serves nearly 8000 adults
a year with an operating budget of $70 million budget and a
staff of 1100. On these facts alone, it would be easy to dismiss
Thresholds as one of “those” organizations with the luxury to
invest in advocacy. The truth is that representing the voiceless
and disenfranchised has been a core value of the
organization, embraced by the board and staff since it was
founded in 1959. More recently, it has provided the foundation
of a growing and evolving role for advocacy.

For most of Threshold’s existence, the responsibility for
advocacy was shared informally between the staff and CEO
and usually took the form of collaborating with other advocates

to seek improved funding or services from local and state
officials. When Mark Ishaug was appointed in 2012 as CEO,
he made a conscious decision to build on Threshold’s long
history of advocacy and activism by creating a full-time staff
position focused solely on advocacy. At that point, mental
health funding had been cut by $117 million over four years,
and serving their clients was becoming more challenging
against the backdrop of healthcare reform. Mark believed
there was an opportunity to take Thresholds advocacy to the
next level and announced his intentions to hire a Vice
President of Policy to the board during the hiring process. “I
will find the money or you will help me raise it.”

“At our very core, we have always been an advocacy
organization. I think that’s true for a lot of places. Even if they
haven’t invested specific dollars or don’t see themselves as
‘doing advocacy,’ they’ve fought for good policies. All of our
program staff was engaged, albeit informally, in advocacy. I
just knew I wasn’t going to have the time as CEO to run the
organization and represent us adequately in Springfield and
elsewhere.”

—Mark Ishaug, CEO, Thresholds

Solution: Build on the agency’s commitment to advocacy
to leverage staffs’ expertise more effectively

When Heather O’Donnell was hired into the position in 2012,
she had three mandates. First, she was entrusted with
“harnessing” the sizeable and knowledgeable professional
staff while building their advocacy capacity so they could be
optimally equipped to be proactive legislatively as well as
respond to harmful legislative actions. One of the key things
Heather did was to not silo herself, as is so often the case
between advocacy and program or professional staff.

After starting in her position. Heather quickly got to know the
program staff:

“I knew early on it would be important for me to have
relationships with the professional teams serving our clients.
What happens on the ground informs policy development. So I
regularly go out with our outreach teams to visit clients—in
their homes, in the jails and the streets. Understanding our

Policy/Social Context

Changing the Game: How to Make Your Human
Service Organization a Powerful Policy Advocate
WRITTEN BY LAUREL O’SULLIVAN   |  CREATED ON TUESDAY, 24 FEBRUARY 2015 14:43

ADVOCACY CASE STUDY



clients’ needs, their challenges, and their living conditions
keeps me grounded in their reality.”

By building relationships with the professional staff, Heather
was able to capitalize on the extensive data they collected to
support the advocacy efforts and help lawmakers understand
why certain issues were serious problems. The data was
collected as part of Thresholds’ rigorous team-based model of
treatment, led by a psychiatrist, nurse practitioner, social
worker, and case manager. Legislative leaders in Illinois were
trying to fill a $4 billion gap caused by chronic budget
shortfalls. Any proposed policy solution needed to be able pay
for itself and Threshold’s data was the needed missing link in
building legislative support.

Second on her list was representing Thresholds’ member
client interests in Springfield. This goal largely overlapped with
her third mandate, to fight for better statewide mental health
policies. Meeting with lawmakers to seek innovative solutions
to problems of access to care and affordable housing led to
two big wins:

(1)  An elimination of a major barrier to access to medications
that treat serious mental illnesses, and;

(2)  Requiring state agencies to address the issue of parental
custody relinquishment for the sole purpose of getting a child
with a serious mental illness badly needed mental health care

These wins impacted not just Thresholds’ clients, but
individuals across the state living with a mental illness. It also
elevated Thresholds’ position, increased their visibility, and
garnered growing support from other agencies. Those wins
would not have been possible, however, without the ability to
leverage Threshold’s evidence-based treatment approach.

Results: Focused leadership allows you to change the
game and achieve more impact

According to Mark, “having a dedicated staff person focused
on turning good programmatic ideas and evidence based
practices into public policy has been a game changer.” The
investment, which represents far less than one percent of its
overall budget and is supported almost entirely from individual
donations, has allowed the organization to achieve greater
impact.

In the last few years, Thresholds has secured several
significant legislative wins that seem to signal a shift for mental
health policy and funding in Illinois. The first victory, passage
of SB741, exempts antipsychotics from prior authorization,
removing a huge barrier to access to medications. The state
originally included this class of drug as part of a prior
authorization bill to save costs by steering patients to cheaper
drugs. After two years of intensive documentation and
gathering of evidence, Thresholds was able to show that many
of their clients were being hospitalized at higher rates and
costs than if they had received the medications in the first
place. Thresholds gathered the data to demonstrate the state
would save $22 million if these hospitalizations were
eliminated.

The second victory, passage of HB5598, the Custody
Relinquishment Prevention Act, was prompted by hearing
several stories from parents who were forced to relinquish
their child to the state simply to get mental health treatment for
their child, since wards of the state are entitled to care. This
law requires all child-serving agencies to coordinate in

connecting children on the verge of relinquishment to the right
state agency for care. According to Heather, the emotional
victory this represented for their clients was and continues to
be “unimaginable. The fact that our state has permitted
families with no history of abuse or neglect to relinquish a child
solely to access mental health treatment because they can’t
get it through the right state agency is horrendous.”

As a signal of its leadership commitment to advocacy and a
show of support for its member clients the Threshold board
recently and unanimously for the first time took a position in
favor of extending the state income tax increase set to expire
in 2015. They did so out of recognition that unless the state
addresses its serious fiscal problems, services for the most
vulnerable members of society will continue to be at risk.

Conclusion

Heather became the catalyst that ignited Threshold’s systems
and got them working together. After hiring her, Thresholds
was able to leverage its program assets and its reputation
more effectively. One of the reasons Heather was able to
achieve impact so quickly was because the agency already
had several key components of an advocacy-forward
organization in place. It had a leader who understood the
benefits of advocacy and communicated those to his board. It
had enough of a base of individual donations to support the
position. In addition, there was a shared understanding    across
the agency that advocacy is central to its mission and a long-
standing culture was in place to support Heather. This
commitment made it possible for her to focus on developing
Threshold’s adaptive capacity to achieve some fairly
significant victories in a relatively short period of time. For
many organizations, their impact is diluted when advoca  cy
remains the sole responsibility of its CEO. Making the
determination as to which approach is best for your
organization takes an understanding of your organization’s
assets as compared to the objectives its trying to achieve.

Laurel O’Sullivan, J.D. is the Principal and Founder of the
Advocacy Collaborative, LLC. We are passionate about
equipping senior leaders of nonprofits and foundations to
establish advocacy as an asset for greater impact for every
organization they lead. Our signature Advocacy Forward
framework identifies and builds on our client’s strengths while
maximizing existing resource. 

Founder Laurel O’Sullivan is a lawyer with the right balance of
vision, pragmatism and experience to help organizations
create actionable plans for establishing advocacy as an
organizational strength.  She serves on the Social Service
Advisory Council for the Illinois Department of Human
Services and the board of the Young Center for Immigrant
Children at the University of Chicago and the Forum for
Regional Associations of Grantmakers.

CONTACT:
Laurel O’Sullivan, J.D. Principal & Founder
The Advocacy Collaborative, LLC
Evanston IL 60201
p: 847 401 9672| t:  @npoadvocacy
www.linkedin.com/in/laurelosullivan
AdvocacyCollaborative.com

Copyright (c) 2015. The Advocacy Collaborative, LLC.  All rights reserved.



NJHSA Workshop
Supporting Member Innovation

October 30, 2017

Mike Mozenter

BizLogx Advisors



Agenda

• 8:30-9:15am – Introduction, Overview and Input
• 9:20-9:55am – Panel Discussion – Creating an Innovation Culture

• Jerry Rubin, President and CEO, JVS Boston
• Michael Hopkins, CEO, JFS San Diego

• 10:00-11:00am – Exercise – Innovation Bottlenecks / Solutions
• 11:05-11:30am – Summary and Next Steps



Foundation of the Innovation Center Concept

Technology Money Research



Challenges with the Concept

Overly focused on: Constantly searching for:



Developing 
an Innovation 
Resource –
First Steps

Develop
Develop practical and effective actions the Network 
could take to help Members overcome obstacles 
standing between them and new / improved solutions 

Identify
Identify the primary obstacles Members face in 
developing and implementing new / improved 
solutions

Learn Learn how Members generated new ideas and then 
transformed them into productive action

Survey
Survey the Network to identify innovations making a 
real difference in Member organizations and the lives 
of their clients

Adopt Adopt a working definition of “innovation”



What does the term 
“Innovation” mean?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=APqTLQtFfuQ


Is the term “Innovation” useful?

• “The word is so ubiquitous, it’s lost most of its buzz and most of its 
meaning.”1

• “What to make of a word that just won’t go away?”2

1 Sahni, M., Lanzerotti, L., Bliss, A., & Pike, D. (August 1, 2017). Is Your Nonprofit Built for Sustained Innovation? Stanford Social 
Innovation Review. 

2 Sukol, T. (August 17, 2017). “Innovation”: What to make of a word that just won’t go away. EJewish Philanthropy.



Alternate Definitions of Innovation

• “ … a break from practice, large or small, that leads to significant 
positive social impact.”1

• “… developing ideas for solving significant problems rather than 
finding exciting new adjectives to describe those ideas.“2

1 Sahni, M., Lanzerotti, L., Bliss, A., & Pike, D. (August 1, 2017). Is Your Nonprofit Built for Sustained Innovation? Stanford Social 
Innovation Review. 

2 Sukol, T. (August 17, 2017). “Innovation”: What to make of a word that just won’t go away. EJewish Philanthropy.



Intentional

Aspirational
Continuous

It’s what you do every day



Project 
Overview –
Phase I -
Specifics

Step 4 Identify next steps in development of Network 
innovation assistance capabilities

Step 3 Engage with Member executives at conference 
to gather feedback

Step 2 Determine current capabilities and needs

Step 1 Collect a sample of ongoing innovations 
throughout the Network



Interviews – Primary Questions

1. Rather than focusing on “innovations”, share information on actions, 
programs, partnerships, collaborations, etc. you are proud of and would like to 
discuss.

2. Describe current partnerships or collaborations with colleges / universities in 
context of research, entrepreneurship or innovation.

3. Discuss actions the Network could take or resources it could provide to help 
increase the odds that Members transform more good ideas into productive 
actions.



Proud of… Categories  

Collaborations

Break Down Silos / Integrated Services

Data and Measurement

Innovation Culture and Practices

Entrepreneurship / Startups

Technology



A Few Examples – “Proud of” Programs / Activities

• Training guide on labor law tailored to persons with intellectual disabilities.
• Dog walking business for older seasonal residents with pets that also provides 

job opportunities for people on the autism spectrum and has the potential to 
generate positive cash flow. 

• Angel guarantor business loan program. With angel guarantors, loan program 
now willing to make small loans to businesses that wouldn’t otherwise qualify.

• Pilot home health care to reduce emergency room and hospital admissions by 
bringing services to the homes of elderly patients. 

• Pilot volunteer contractor service to help elderly clients age in place.



College / University Partnerships … Categories

Internships

Data and Measurement

Entrepreneurship / Startups

Problem Solving

Research

Service Delivery



A Few Examples – College / University 
Partnerships
• Partnership with the visual communications department at school of arts and 

design to help intellectually disabled persons overcome challenges with the 
concept of time as it relates to their daily work and personal lives. 

• Partnership with university dental school to deliver dental services to Holocaust 
survivors via the school’s dental bus. 

• Aging in place pilot partnership with medical school to provide first-year 
students (medical, master’s-level nursing and physician assistant) direct 
experience working with older adults. 

• Tool to more effectively measure older adult outcomes. Tool developed in 
partnership with university researchers. Measures 18 different life domains to 
create a more complete view of service impact and gaps. 



Network Assistance … Categories

Information Capture

Facilitate Sharing – Programs/Data

Facilitate Learning / Skill Building

Curator / Clearinghouse

Connector / Convener

Concept / Technology Vetting and Testing

Shared Services

Thought Leader



Network Assistance – A Few Takeaways

• Information capture is important, but insufficient
• Hands-on facilitation, curating, connecting, and convening is critical to 

translating information into action
• Data aggregation, normalization and sharing could open the door to college / 

university relationships and national funding
• Training, skill building and sharing only work if the experiences are focused, well 

managed, substantive and ongoing
• Business services and expertise in the areas of marketing, fundraising, financial 

analysis and business planning may prove valuable in context of ongoing 
operations as well as specific innovation efforts



Panel Discussion – Creating an Innovation Culture

• Jerry Rubin, President and CEO, JVS Boston
• Michael Hopkins, CEO, JFS San Diego



Discussion Exercise

• What are the primary obstacles you face in transforming your ideas into action?
• What could the Network do to help Members increase the number of good ideas 

transform into action, pilots, programs, technologies etc.?



Next Steps

1. Organize the information we’ve collected
2. Engage the Innovation Committee to obtain input on productive

next steps
3. Expand information capture to include additional members
4. Begin to develop and apply an innovation framework to guide

actions
5. Select a few distinct ideas for Network support 



An Innovation 
Process, not 
The
Innovation 
Process

Sourcing

Curating 

Prioritizing

Exploring and Testing

Incubating

Integrating / Implementing



Members of the Innovation Working Group

• Rick Aranson, JFCS Atlanta
• John Colborn, JEVS Human Services, Philadelphia
• Michael Hopkins / Dan Gibbs, JFS San Diego
• Perry Ohren, JFS of Metro Detroit
• Janis Roth, JIAS Toronto
• Jerry Rubin, JVS Boston
• Abby Snay, JVS San Francisco
• Basha Silverman, JFS Delaware
• Gail Small, Agence Ometz, Montreal



Questions and Comments?
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